
 

Shocking Deep House For Serum 3

This is the first ever Deep House A.N.A. soundset. It brings presets to start making top-notch House
tracks. If you are inspired by the tracks of ZHU, Ten Walls, Route 94, EDX, Nora en Pure and Oliver

Heldens, then these sounds were crafted for you. 'Shocking Deep House For A.N.A.' provides a variety of
sounds for endless opportunities to create your own signature sound! Product Details: 64 Sonic

Academy A.N.A. Presets 24 Bass Sounds 22 Synth Sounds 9 Lead Sounds 7 Pluck Sounds 2 Pad Sounds
ModWheel Assigned 100% Royalty-Free This is the second installment in the Fresh Deep House Edm
and Future House packs. If you are inspired by the tracks of ZHU, Route 94, Ten Walls, EDX, Nathan
Fake & W&W, then these sounds were crafted for you. 'Shocking Deep House For A.N.A.' provides a
variety of sounds for endless opportunities to create your own signature sound! Product Details: 64

Sonic Academy A.N.A. Presets 24 Bass Sounds 22 Synth Sounds 9 Lead Sounds 7 Pluck Sounds 2 Pad
Sounds ModWheel Assigned 100% Royalty-Free Requirements Sonic Academy A.N.A. v.1.5+ At last the
3rd installment in the Fresh Deep House Edm and Future House packs! If you are inspired by the tracks

of Route 94, EDX, Nathan Fake & W&W, Ten Walls, W&W, Franck Sonnenberg & Viper, then these
sounds were crafted for you. 'Shocking Deep House For A.N.A.' provides a variety of sounds for endless
opportunities to create your own signature sound! Product Details: 64 Sonic Academy A.N.A. Presets 24
Bass Sounds 22 Synth Sounds 9 Lead Sounds 7 Pluck Sounds 2 Pad Sounds ModWheel Assigned 100%

Royalty-Free Requirements Sonic Academy A.N.A. v.1.5+

Shocking Deep House For Serum 3

vandalism shocking trap for serum 3 is a wicked collection of sounds for a wicked trap music sound.
it's great for bass house and future bass tunes too! this is a collection of awesome patches that fire

up your daw and turn your tracks into monster bass tunes! vandalism shocking funk house for
serum 3 is a wicked collection of sounds for funk house music. this is a collection of awesome
patches that fire up your daw and turn your tracks into monster funk tunes! this is a carefully

crafted and up-to-date soundset with a wide variety of modern sounds perfect for modern house,
future house, and deep house music. with its high-quality presets, you can create professional club
tracks in no time. the waveforms and fx contain high-quality presets that can be easily customized

for your productions. with 6 high-quality synthesizers, this soundset comes with a total of 50
presets. this high-quality soundset is highly recommended for creating dancefloor or house tracks.

all presets are grouped by instrument, and you can easily customize the sound by changing the
amount of oscillators and filters. this library is suitable for both kontrol s4 and ableton push. the

new soundset contains 12 high-quality presets for the 6 synthesizers, making it easy to create new
tracks. the presets are highly recommended for modern house, future house, or deep house music.

these presets are grouped by instrument, allowing you to customize the sound of the instrument
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with a simple slider. high-quality presets, wavetables, and sfx sections are included in this
soundset, which contains 80 presets and 5 wavetables. this soundset is highly recommended for

modern house, future house, or deep house music. you can easily customize the sound of the
instrument with a simple slider. 5ec8ef588b
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